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SUMMARY OF WORK (Use standard umeduced fype. Da not exceed the space provided.) 

1. Treatment of NG108-15 neuroblastoma-glioma hybrid cells resul.#in marked 
increases in the abundance of certain species of RNA. Seventeen-':Dm clones 
corresponding to these species of RNA '&re obtained and the nucleotide sequences 
of three clones were determined. DNA clone NG-32 corresponds to mHNA for ATP 
synthase subunit 6, which is transcribed from the heavy chain of mi.tochondrial 

>DNA and codes for a protein that is part of the H+ channel of the ATP-synthase 
complex. Clone NG-10 DNA'corresponds to another mitochondrial HNA of unknown 
function, which is transcribed from the light chain of mitochondrial DNA and may 
be involved in the initiation of replication of mitochondrial heavy strand DNA. 
2. Eleven cDNA clones mere obtained that correspond to mRNA for the o-subunit 
of the L-type voltage-sensitive calcium channel of rat brain. 'Analysis of the 
DNA sequence and the deduced amino acid sequence reveals strong homology between 
brain ad skeletal muscle calcium channel cr-subunits, Approximately 75% of rat 
brain o-subunit amino acid residues that mere defined are either identical to 
the amino acid residues of rabbit skeletal calcium channel &subunit or are 
conservative amino acid replacements. 
3. Four novel Drosophila homeobox genes NC-~, -2, -3, and -4 wzre cloned and 
partial nucleotide sequences wre determined. One IX-1 CDM clone was obtained 
frti a cDNA library prepared fr& Giy%$ RNA frcun 3-12 hr Drosophila esnbv6k, 
but non& ks detected in the 0 to 3 Jk'$ryo l+brae. ,Six NK-3 c~"~.clo~~S:'~~~;~ 
Were obtained from a l&brag prep&&d frm  Dro&ophila poly p RNA from O.Y.~-;.~. 
hr embryos and 6 additional clones~'%&?~btained from a library pr&par'ed fr.y 3 
- 12 hr embryo poly A+ RNA. The'&&%tron structure of the NK-1 ged$-&S' T:; 1 
determined. One of the twc~i~tr&'~fd&6d r&ides within the hotiobox;‘ 
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Previous.ly, many neuroblastoma and related somatic hybrid cell 
lines were shown to acquire voltage-sensitive ion channels and 
other neuronal properties when intracellular cyclic AMP levels 
were elevated for a number of days. Cells with elevated CAMP 
acquire new proteins such as the a-subunit of voltage-sensitive 
calcium channels and other proteins of unknown function. A cDNA 
library was constructed from poly A+ RNA prepared from NG108-15 
neuroblastoma-glioma hybrid cells that had been treated for 5 
days with 1 mM dibutyryl CAMP. The library was screened and 17 
cDNA clones were obtained that correspond to species of RNA that 
are 3 to 40 times more abundant in cells treated with dibutyryl 
CAMP than in cells cultured without this compound. Each cloned 
cDNA was used as a probe with Northern blots to determine the 
number of;.Species of poly A+ RNA responsive to dibutyryl CAMP and 
the chain length of each species of RNA. The results suggest that 
the 17 cDNA clones correspond to species of RNA transcribed from 
10 genes. Partial nucleotide sequences of the cDNA inserts from 3 
clones were obtained. Clone NG-32 corresponds to mouse 
mitochondrial mRNA for ATP synthase subunit 6, a mitochondrial 
gene. This protein is part of the H+ channel portion of the ' 
mitochondrial ATP synthase complex. Treatment of NGlQJ-15 dells 
with dibutyryl CAMP results in an 8-fold increase in the abundance 
of mRNA for this protein. The nucleotide sequence of clone NG-10 
cDNA was identified as part of the D-loop region of mouse 
mitochondrial DNA that contains the origin of replication for the 
heavy strand of DNA. The St-terminal nucleotide sequence of some 
molecules of heavy strand mitochondrial DNA is known to consist of 
a short segment of RNA that is complimentary to a short light 
strand miochondrial DNA sequence nearby. Hence, NG-10 cDNA may 
correspond to an RNA transcript of the light strand of 
mitochondrial DNA that serves as a primer for the initiation of 
heavy strand mitochondrial DNA synthesis. Treatment of NG108-15 
cells with dibutyryl CAMP results in a 40-fold increase in this 
species of.RNA. These results show that treatment of NG108-15 
neuroblastoma-glioma cells with dibutyryl CAMP results in marked 
increases in the abundance of RNA transcripts from heavy and light 
strands of mitochondrial DNA. Further work is needed to determine 
whether CAMP regulates mitochondrial biogenesis or the ability to 
synthesize ATP. .' 

A hgtll cDNA library was prepared from rat brain poly A+.RNA and 
screened with oligodeoxy&cleotide probes that correspond tb the 
a-subunit of L-type voltage-sensitive calcium channels. Eleven 
Positive clones were detected that have cDNA inserts 1.6-5.5 Kb 'in 
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l&g%hi Nucleotide sequence analysis reveals strong homology as 
$6il gs'differences in the deduced amino acid sequen-ce_s qf the a- gf&&-~~tgj;'ijf r.,*-..b;ain-;~d .Ehbit 'ikeletal /skle L-type 
~fi~~~s"ehsit~~~-.-~alcium "l&&els - . 

. -~~.-.. _ __._ . 

!ko~&te&'recombinant -DNA clones that correspond to novel homeobox 
genes a v"gencmic DNA library was"kreened with multiple 

'oligodeoxynucleotide probes, -'each designed to hybridize to 
multiple homeobox genes. Five clones that gave positive signals 
with 2 or more oligodeoxynucleotide probes exhibited specificities 
that could not be explained on the basis of known nucleotide 
sequences of Drosophila homeobox genes. Nucleotide sequence 
analysis of the homeobox regions of 4 clones revealed 4 new 
homeobox genes (NK-1,2,3,4). Two recombinant clones contained 
identical DNA inserts, each insert contained 2 new homeobox genes 
(NK-3 and NK-4). The deduced amino acid sequence of the NK-1 

homeobcx exhibits the highest homology to the homeobox regions of 
deformed, zen-2, and Zen-1 (75, 72, and 71% homology, 
respectively). The relative homology of the NK-2 homeobox is as 
follows: NK-4 > NK-3 > NK-1 = IAB-7. The homology of NK-3 is: 
NK-2 > labial > NK-4 > NK-1; and NK-4 homology is NK-2 > zen 2 = 
NK-3 > labial. Genomic DNA fragments from the 4 new homeobox 
genes' were used to screen cDNA libraries prepared from poly A' . RNA from O-3 hr DrosoohlLa embryos or from 3 - 12 hr embryos. One 
NK-1 cDNA clone was obtained from the 3-12 hr embryo cDNA library, 
but none was detected in the O-3 hour embryo libary. Comparison 
of the nucleotide sequences of NX-1 CDNA and genomic DNA clones 
showed that the NK-1 gene has 3 exons. One of the 2 introns 
detected resides within the homeobox region. 

1. The demonstration of dibutyryl CAMP dependent regulation of 2 
species of mitochondrial RNA raises questions that can be 
addressed in future studies; namely, does CAMP regulate 
mitochondrial biogenesis or the ability to synthesize ATP? 

2. Voltage-sensitive calcium channels are known to play a central 
role in stimulus-secretion coupling and signal transmission both 
within cells and between cells. The DNA clones that were obtained 
for the a-subunit of rat brain L-type voltage-sensitive calcium 
channels can be used as probes to explore the mechanisms'that 
regulate the a-subunit gene. The cloned DNA also can be used to 
direct the synthesis of the a subunit protein of the 
dihydropyridine-sensitive calcium channel from brain. Site 
directed mutagenesis can be used to alter the DNA and explore the 
relation between calcium channel structure and function. 

i. . Four novel De 
sequenced. 

homeobox genes were cloned and partially 
The homeobox.family of genes code'for gkoteing'that. 

regulate the expression of genes during development and some 
determine pathways of differention. These genes provide ;in 
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experimental system that can be used to define the mechanisms that 
kegSate the expression of ,these homeobOx g&nes.ias well as 
ple&anfs.ms ~oti'rqulation of ge%':exprks&ion bfyhomeobck proteins, 
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